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1. An executive summary of the project:

2. A description of the location (City(s), County(s), etc.), proposed service areas, parners
involved and anticipated improvements.
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3. Goals of the project and community need to address including whether the proposed area is
unserved or economically distressed or what the compelling need is, if served.

4. The proposed infrastruture and access improvements planned, including the number of
proposed connected premisees and community anchor institutions, businesses, or other
organizations and the recipients to be served by the project.
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5. The short and long-term investment benefit to the community and service area proposed.


	1: TCW Broadband is submitting a proposal to offer affordable, high-speed, broadband service to the Durham, Kansas, and rural residential customers, businesses, and anchor institutions in the proposed area, using a fiber-to-the-premise (FTTP) Gigabit Passive Optical Network (GPON) providing up to 1Gbps down / 1Gbps up speeds. Grant funds will be used to build a FTTP broadband network connection to every home, business, community, and anchor institution in the proposed area. 
	2: The proposed service area will serve 109 locations, which include the community of Durham, Kansas, and rural locations along Hwy 15 and 290th Road. TCW’s partners in this project are the community of Durham, the Tampa Community Foundation and Marion County. The area’s incumbent carrier has made no investment in infrastructure and other service providers do not offer sufficient bandwidth or speeds needed to participate in the digital age. Residents have expressed their frustration of with the lack of broadband in the proposed area and understand this lack of service is hindering their community and businesses. Improved broadband will give them access to telehealth, online mental health services, remote learning, remote working, and many other digital services, and allow them, their community and their businesses to thrive in the future.  
	3: The proposed area includes a diverse mix of students that attend USD 410, people who commute to work in Hillsboro, Newton, Marion, Salina and other nearby towns and elderly residents, who have lived in the area their entire lives. It became evident during the pandemic that every age group and strata of rural Kansan needs connectivity to participate in telehealth, remote learning and working and other online services. The area’s incumbent provider does not offer robust broadband, and other options, such as wireless and satellite, deny residents the connectivity they need to thrive in today’s digital world. Many agriculturally based businesses, in the proposed area, rely on up-to-date information and were negatively impacted by the lack of broadband even prior to Covid-19. 
	4: Funds from the Grant will give TCW the ability to build future proof broadband service by building upon TCW’s existing network, which boarders the area. This will deliver broadband speeds of 1Gbps down / 500 Mbps upload, to each location.  Optical Network Terminals (ONTs) will be placed at each location and a Battery Back-Up Unit (BBU) will be installed inside each premise. Subscribers will have the option to use a Calix 844 router unit. This router supports Bomgar interface solutions, allowing Customers Service Technicians to trouble shoot service issues remotely.  Due to the use of the Calix E7 GPON, the Switch is capable of dial tone as well. Video services offered will be via Innovate Systems Software. 
	5: Investing in the proposed project is a sound investment for both TCW and the State of Kansas. TCW, the Durham City Council, the City of Hillsboro, the Tampa Community Foundation and the Marion County Commissioners, and other area residents and businesses have had continuous dialogue about the possibility of bringing service the area, but the cost was insurmountable. A grant from the Capital Projects Fund will help rescue these rural Kansans from being a casualty of the digital divide, allowing them to participate in telehealth services, help some improve their economic conditions by allowing them to have a remote career and most importantly broadband will support students who are now a part of the homework gap and at an educational disadvantage due to lack of access to adequate Internet. This project will also help the senior citizens in the area to age in place and be less isolated. 


